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27 October: Cornwall Battered 

A massive storm covering half the North Atlantic Ocean and described as one of the worst in 

living memory (Ash Wednesday 1962 was bad!) hit West County Ports.  Where we are at St 

Ives escaped the line of the 

‘storm force gales’, but 

Penzance was one of the 

vulnerable spots.  The storm 

coincided with high spring 

tides and people were warned 

to keep away from the 

coastline. Damaged sea 

walls, flooded homes, 

disrupted rail services 

resulted in chaos. The three 

story Queen’s Hotel had 

waves towering over the top 

and our friends Bill and 

Alma Doo who live on the 

Promenade where we have 

often enjoyed a coffee had 

their tiny cottage and garden 

drenched. Fortunately a 

bucket brigade prevented 

serious damage inside, but it 

was a close and very scary call for them as wash from the waves landed over the house into 

their backyard!! 

 

30 October:  Ploughing Match 

The fields were sodden from the stormy weather but 110 farmers competed at Polsack Manor 

Farm, Connor Downs, Hayle. Tractors of all shapes and sizes competed to see how straight 

and how well they could turn the soil. I had read early accounts of ploughing matches at 

Salisbury in S.A. so I was 

‘pumped up’ and keen to 

experience the day -- very 

serious business! Tape 

measures were flying and 

adjustable wrenches 

permanently attached to 

ploughs were constantly 

used. The sheer face of the 

plough was inspected and 

polished after each run.  I 

took hundreds of photos, 

but I failed to look at my 

programme carefully. The 

tractor events covered four 

fields and I did not realise 

there were eight teams of 

heavy horses competing in 
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another place. This was disappointing, however I took some nice photos of abseiling on the 

way home after walking across a field near the Lelant Cliff face that overlooks St Ives Bay.  

 

1 November: “Is it the Last Hunt?” 
It was St Just's Feast Day and 

the 11 am Hunt made it 

possible for us to attend before 

my Midday Staff Meeting at 

Carbis Bay.  Hundreds 

crowded the Market Square in 

a massive show of support for 

the opening of the Hunt 

Season. The Government is on 

the verge of banning hunting 

with dogs, a very emotional 

and controversial issue for 

West Country Cornwall. The 

Master of the Hunt in his red 

coat addressed the crowd and 

said 60 thousand people had 

pledged to ignore any ban on 

hunting!!  He led about 50 horses and dogs out of the Village with great acclamation from the 

crowd, after enjoying the traditional ‘Stirrup Cup.’  The local Vicar at a Civic service the day 

before reminded townsfolk that the feast day was about celebrating the founding of the 

Church rather than celebrating the St Austell brewery!  We didn’t have time for the rugby 

match, clay pigeon shooting and singing in Pubs, but we enjoyed the winding Coast road back 

to St Ives in the morning sun. 

 

5 November: Old Cornwall Society – Hayle 

The Guy Fawkes celebrations went off with a bang, in fact they 

were so loud around the Hayle Institute we could hardly hear 

the speaker at times. The subject: Playing Places of Cornwall. 

In the 15 and 16 century the Church was concerned about the 

heathen practices of illiterate Cornwall, so they established 

outdoor amphitheatres, fields with a mound around them, to 

communicate the gospel. This is how the Cornish Miracle 

Plays evolved. Every Cornish speaking village had a “Playing 

Place”. There was a three-day festival with a one and a half 

hour play presented each day. Other activities involved Cornish 

wrestling, bird or animal shooting, cock fighting etc. The plays 

often chose themes such as Robin Hood or included Doctors. 

The Speaker that evening shared his method of locating where 

these long lost sights were to be found. Fascinating stuff. 

“Aussie” is so young alongside of this sort of history. While we 

were in Australia Lorinda had enjoyed the restaging of the 

play, ‘The Creation of the World’ written in 1611 and 

presented outdoors at St Just. This was produced by the 

Ordinalia Company that has a reputation for spectacular sets 

and costumes, a crucial part of Cornish heritage. The Miracle Plays are the jewel in the crown 

of Cornish culture and were originally written in Cornish. 

 

6 November:  Lorinda’s Opening Night  
An old clay mine has been transformed into the world’s largest greenhouse, called the Eden 

Project and it has become the modern“Cornish Playing Place” of the 21st century. Lorinda is 
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currently employed by the Eden Project as a artist ‘storyteller’ for the next 6 months during 

the winter programme. This place can only be described as 'an experience’ well beyond word 

or camera.  

It is certainly an exciting place to be on a winter’s night with breathtaking floodlit backdrops 

of the famous Biomes, masses of twinkling fairy lights and a new ice rink. I suspect that with 

limited flower displays during winter the focus has been moved to a spectacular evening 

exhibition with entertainment.  

Lorinda was in a Bedouin tent 

in the Warm Temperate Biome 

dressed in flowing robes of the 

Middle East. We were there in 

time to see her present her 

second story. With great poise 

she folded a paper crane and 

told a post –Hiroshima Story 

"Sadako Sasaki" who’s dying 

wish centred on world peace. It 

was rather moving and the fifty 

people on cushions and 

standing around responded 

with hearty applause.   

 

Eden has a worldview built on 

human aspiration.  The lines of an anthem repeated about the site said, “When night rests 

upon our heads, we dream we’ll all be together again”.  The gardens not only grow produce 

but also peace and hope.  The Eden Trust is dedicated to exciting public interest, 

understanding in science and inspiring new thinking and action for global responses to the 

competing needs of land use and conservation.   

 

‘Cultivating Community’ tells the story of people around the world who come together in 

gardens or ecology projects to build community, transform violence and bring hope. All of 

this, with gardens, education, trees, landscaping, music, sculpture, workshops, choirs, global 

networking and good food all wrapped in high technology make for a profound evening out!  

Twelve global projects were described. Around the Bedouin tent. Beryl and myself wrote 

brief notes of encouragement to Jewish Rabbis. The Olive Tree Campaign replants some of 

the 30,000 olive trees trashed by the conflict in the Middle East.  The Rabbis support 

intimidated Palestinian families and work to stop human rights violations. The other green 

projects are all related to some form of healing or reconciliation in disadvantaged places in 

the world. Impressive stuff!! 

 

7 November:  Love Forever 

I led a service at Chy-An-Gwheal (Chy = house, An = By, Gwheal = Mine or working site). It 

is about a mile away on the St Ives road.  A small congregation meets in a quaint, well 

furnished chapel.  I preached on Psalm 118 –‘His Steadfast Love Endures Forever.’  While 

the National Lottery here is the saviour of public projects, charities and heritage, and while 

newly elected President Bush has claimed, “There is no limit to the greatness of America”, 

Psalm 118 makes it clear that Israel had a window into a greater reality. It realised that it was 

better to take refuge in the Lord than to put confidence in mortals and princes. It’s a revelation 

into what could be called a greater reality, the realisation that beyond the temporary nature of 

this life, there is a world that doesn’t decay or fade away and that contrasts with the eternal 

nature of God. The material physical things we cling to provide an illusion of being 

permanent and real, but they are not.. We find our hope and confidence in the greater reality – 

a clearer revelation of the truth, a more enduring realism to recognise and find comfort in the 

fact that “His steadfast love endures forever”. 
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